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The Brede Wiki
A social neuroinformatics web-service with structured information from neuroscience
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Summary

The Brede Wiki running on MediaWiki software
represents data in templates. Data is from pub-
lished peer-reviewed neuroscience articles. Further
information is ontologies of, e.g., brain regions and
brain functions. Since data in the templates is
represented in a simple format all template data
can be extracted and represented in SQL. From
an SQL database specialized searches can be per-
formed, e.g., search on Talairach coordinates.

Background

Several databases exist for storing Talairach coor-
dinates,1 but contributing data is not straightfor-
ward. For the Brede Database2 contributors need
to download a Matlab program,3 understand it,
enter data and submit it to the database cura-
tor which then adds it to the database. A wiki
presents a much more direct way of editing. Wikis
are often unstructured. However, some wikis, such
as semantic wikis, are capable of labeling its con-
tent so data can be ‘structured’ and understood
by a computer. Using the template functional-
ity in MediaWiki—the Wikipedia software—is one
simple approach for a structured wiki.

Data from MediaWiki templates have been ex-
tracted from Wikipedia and the large-scale DB-
pedia Web-based database have been built from
the data.4 Wikipedia templates can form the ba-
sis for descriptive as well as multivariate statistical
analyses.5, 6 The Brede Wiki uses the MediaWiki
templates to structure data.

Example page from the Brede Wiki Brede Wiki templates

In the Brede Wiki the templates of MediaWiki
store structured information. Template defini-
tions construct infoboxes and some constructs
schematic natural language.

Information in the templates includes ontologies
for brain function (cognitive components), brain
regions, organizations, events and software. Fur-
ther templates describe researchers and papers.
For result data Talairach coordinate, Gene

personality association and Brain volume

templates are defined.

Database links

Paper, brain regions, cognitive components and
researchers are linked to corresponding items in
the Brede Database. Items in the Brede Wiki
may also link to PubMed and other NLM services,
Publisher’s fulltext articles, Wikipedia, BrainInfo
(NeuroNames), SumsDB, NeuroLex, The Inter-
net Brain Volume Database (IBVD), SumsDB as
well as Internet portals Neuroscience Information
Framework (Neurogateway), I Do Imaging, Inter-
net Analysis Tools Registry (IATR), Neuroscience
Database Gateway (NDG).

The Brede Wiki may construct links for Web-based
services such that individual Talairach coordinates
can be searched and visualized, e.g., with the
Brede Database, SumsDB or ICBM View. Text
searches are provides to DOAJ, Open J-Gate and
Google.
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Data entry

Apart from standard wiki input Brede Wiki tem-
plate coordinate data can be formated from an
SPM extension. Another of our structured wikis
(see figure) can output its personality genetics
data in template format ready for inclusion in the
Brede Wiki.

Personality genetics wiki.7

Extraction of data

Extraction of template data from Wikipedia re-
quires extra processing due to wiki markup and
variations in data entry.5, 8 Extraction from tem-
plates in the Brede Wiki is simpler since the tem-
plate are non-nesting, they do not contain wiki
markup and they have only lower-case names.
This means the all data from the templates can
be extracted and represented directly in an SQL
database. Two types of SQL tables are built from
the template data:9 A master table with informa-
tion from all tables, and secondary tables which
only contain data from each specific template.

The extracted data are made available on the Web
as SQL and SQLite files from the Brede Wiki
homepage. Also MediaWiki dumps and ontologies
in the SKOS format10 are downloadable.

A Web script uses the data from the SQLite file
enabling search for nearby coordinates.11, 12

Automated linking and querying for coordinate data Data

The Brede Wiki currently holds around 700 pages.
Of these pages are 115 for brain regions, 84 for
papers with 47 containing Talairach coordinates,
66 for researchers, 9 for organization and 25 for
software descriptions. These numbers could in-
crease if data from other databases were automat-
ically added to the wiki with programs such as the
bots on Wikipedia that have built, e.g., the ‘Gene
Wiki’.13
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